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My Dear Miss

Are you willing to be a drone or do you wish to be one of the world's workers? Are you willing to remain a dependent upon others all your life or do you wish to prepare yourself, in case of adversity, to be able to have others depend upon you? These are serious questions which present themselves to almost every earnest minded girl, who having finished her ordinary school course turns now to the larger leisure which American life gives to its average young woman. Should this leisure be idly wasted or do you wish to make of it a great opportunity to increase your power to do, your influence to help and your insight into life?

Why should your brother go out into the world and contribute to the world's wealth and you remain idling your days away in frivolous occupations which neither strengthen your mind nor body. There is womanly work in the world as well as manly work - and humanity needs both.

Should you marry or remain single your future years will contain the happiness, fulness and usefulness that you now prepare for them. It is that we know these questions are passing through the minds of many young women in America to-day that we ask you to turn your attention to the Kindergarten as a training and discipline for life which will help you to meet its many problems and emergencies with quicker sympathy, clearer insight and stronger will power.

If you care for this kind of development we will be glad to send you further information concerning this training which develops the nurture elements in a woman's heart more than any other training.
she can give to herself. Aside from these facts the practical side of the Kindergarten presents the unusual condition of the demand for trained kindergartners being far beyond the supply.

Have you no younger brother or sister whom you would like to help through College? If so this subject again presents itself in another aspect, or should you feel that you would like to know that your father and mother, in their declining years could depend upon you for their maintenance you would again see the value of now in your youth preparing yourself for a work which pays the expert higher wages than any other work open to women.

We present these points for your quiet and calm consideration as no one but you yourself ought to decide your future work or be responsible as to its usefulness or uselessness.

Cordially yours,